
Who drinks it | Women and men who dare to make a toast to 
their bastards instead of feeling sorry for themselves.
Hour | Right after a blow from the bastard, to solve things 
immediately.
Flavor | Sweet, of victory.
Goes well with... A good dose of laughter and friends.

Irony of fate that things didn’t turn out as expected. But you 
control your destiny! If love is war, you know how to win. The 
day was bad, the night will be for party. Now, no one stops you! 
Savor your essence. At home, with your friends, in the middle 
of the crowd… Open a bottle, drink one glass and celebrate 
life. Taste and let yourself be tasted. Illegitimate would be to 
stop being yourself!
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If love is war, you
knowhow to win.
Never forget what
i am capable of.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS WINE WITH SPIRIT



WINE WITH SPIRIT, S.A.
Classification | Tejo Regional Wine

Type | rose wine

Grape varieties | 60% Aragonez | 40% Castelão 

Soil | Clay-Limestone 

Winemaking | Destemming, thermal shock, pressing, 
decanting of the must, inoculation with selected yeasts, 
fermentation with controlled temperatures in stainless steel 
vats, centrifugation, stabilization, filtration

Color | Pink

Bouquet | On the nose we have the presence of young 
and seductive aromas. The highlight goes to the aromas of 
strawberry, jasmine, raspberry, cherry and roses

Taste | In the mouth, we feel a balanced rosé wine, where all 
the aromatic presence remains, revealing a fresh, engaging and 
elegant profile 

Aftertaste | The tasting ends with a long and aromatic finish

Food Pairing | It is ideal for a refreshing moment of the day. 
It also serves light meals, fish and seafood, white meat, grilled 
meats and salads.
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Alcohol Content Total Acidity Total Sugars pH

12,0% 5,64g/l 2,8g/l 3,21

750 ml 5600228155022 15600228155029

BOTTLE CAPACITY BOTTLE BOX OF 6 BOTTLES
LOGISTICAL INFO


